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require stable phase modulation which might be hard to achieve with commercially available SLM due to its initial 
orientation on applications in consumer devises such as projectors. 
State of the art LC SLMs implement digital voltage addressing scheme which simplifies controllers and allows to 
address high quantities of pixels. This, however, leads to phase temporal fluctuations due to step-wise voltage 
addressing (Hermerschmidt et al. (2007); Moreno et al. (2008); Bondareva, Cheremkhin, Evtikhiev, Krasnov, 
Starikov, et al. (2014); Cheremkhin, Evtikhiev, Krasnov, Rodin, et al. (2014)a). Presence of phase temporal 
fluctuations results in lower diffraction efficiency and reconstruction quality of displayed diffractive optical 
elements (DOE). However, due to high periodicity of fluctuations it should be possible to use knowledge of these 
fluctuations during DOE synthesis to minimize negative effect. 
Among different kinds of DOE, kinoforms (Lesem et al. (1969)) are most effective for many applications. 
Kinoform is synthesized phase DOE which allows to reconstruct image by its illumination with plane wave similarly 
to hologram. There are many methods of kinoform generation (V.A. Soifer et al. (2002); Gerchberg and Saxton 
(1972); Fienup (1982); V. Soifer et al. (1997); Fienup (2013); Cheremkhin et al. (2014)), all of them are iterative 
because there is no general analytical solution to the problem. Unlike hologram however, kinoform forms only one 
diffraction order containing reconstructed image. Thus kinoform has maximum theoretical diffraction efficiency. 
Also kinoforms have high requirements for phase modulation stability and linearity. Phase temporal fluctuations, 
inherent to LC SLM with digital voltage addressing scheme, lead to occurrence of intensive zero diffraction order 
while reconstructing kinoforms with such SLM. Application of fluctuation knowledge in DOE synthesis allows to 
reduce this effect significantly, but not to eliminate it completely (Cheremkhin et al. (2015)). Therefore purpose of 
this paper is synthesis of phase DOE with spatially separated zero and first diffraction orders using SLM phase 
fluctuations knowledge to reduce reconstruction error and decrease zero diffraction order intensity. 
Rest of the paper organized as follows. In Section 2 results of numerical simulation of optical reconstruction of 
kinoforms with LC SLM “HoloEye PLUTO VIS” using measured dependency of SLM phase shift on addressed 
signal level and time from frame start are presented. In Section 3 modified method of synthesis of phase DOE with 
spatially separated zero and first diffraction orders, reduced reconstruction error and decreased zero diffraction order 
intensity is described, results of numerical simulation are presented. Main results are given in Conclusion. 
2. Numerical simulation of DOE optical reconstruction with temporal phase fluctuations present  
To simulate DOE optical reconstruction with temporal phase fluctuations present dependency of SLM phase 
shift on addressed signal level and time from frame start is required. We used measured dependency (Bondareva, 
Cheremkhin, Evtikhiev, Krasnov, Starikov, et al. (2014)) for sequence configuration “0-6” which provides smallest 
fluctuations (standard deviation is not higher than 0.07ʌ) compared to other configurations available. This 
dependency is shown in Fig. 1. 
Numerical simulation of DOE optical reconstruction was conducted as follows. First, based on dependency of 
SLM phase shift on addressed signal level and time from frame start specific distortion look-up tables are calculated. 
For every time delay there is individual look-up table which tells how DOE is distorted at this time moment. 
Basically each look-up table corresponds to dependency of phase shift on signal value. Second, for every time delay 
based on DOE to be reconstructed new distorted DOE is calculated and then reconstructed, deviation of 
reconstructed momentary DOE from initial distribution is calculated. Third, all reconstructed momentary DOEs (one 
for every time delay) are averaged into single image which corresponds to DOE reconstruction with registration 
time exceeding one frame (16.7 ms), deviation of reconstructed DOE from initial distribution is calculated. 
In capacity of DOE, kinoforms were used. Kinoforms were generated using Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) method 
(Gerchberg and Saxton (1972)). Three test images used in experiments are shown in Fig. 2. Their normalized 
average energies (ratio of mean image pixel value to its maximum pixel value) are 0.40, 0.22 and 0.04 respectively. 
Images have 60×60 pixels. Test images “a” and “b” have 256 halftones, test image “c” is binary. Kinoforms were 
generated with 60×60 elements and 16 phase levels. 
Since in this paper we synthesize DOE for incoherent light applications and therefore only light intensity 
distribution matters, as objective criterion we used normalized standard deviation (NSTD) (Fienup (1997)) between 
reconstructed image and original one: 
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Table 1. NSTD of reconstructed images at absence of phase fluctuations 
Test image 
“a” “b” “c” 
0.098 0.168 0.255 
 
Numerical simulation of synthesized kinoforms optical reconstruction with temporal phase fluctuations was 
conducted as described above. Results of reconstruction are presented below. Intensive zero diffraction order in 
center of each reconstructed image leads to darkening of the rest of the image. 
NSTD between reconstructed with phase fluctuations images and original ones are presented in Table 2.  
Table 2. NSTD of reconstructed images with phase fluctuations present 
Test image 
“a” “b” “c” 
0.299 0.270 0.255 
 
Major defect of all reconstructed images is intensive zero diffraction order which is much higher than image 
average intensity. To evaluate this effect, normalized peak differences (NPD) between reconstructed and original 
images were calculated: 
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      (3) 
and E[ȟ,Ș] and F[ȟ,Ș] are matrices with intensities values of the initial and the reconstructed images respectively, 
[ȟ,Ș] are discrete coordinates, G[ȟ,Ș] – differential matrix, G[ȟm,Șm] – element of differential matrix G with 
maximum value (usually zero diffractive order intensity) and N×N is quantity of image pixels. In case if E[ȟ,Ș] equal 
to F[ȟ,Ș] NPD will be equal to zero just like NSTD. NPD values of reconstructed images are presented in Table 3.  
Table 3. Ratios of peak to average intensities of reconstructed images for Gerchberg-Saxton and DSRT methods with phase fluctuations 
Test image 
“a” “b” “c” 
8.12 8.86 9.18 
 
It is clear that due to intensive zero diffraction order, it is problematic if not impossible to use such kinoforms in 
practice while phase fluctuations are present. It is possible to neglect fluctuations by synchronizing SLM and light 
source or camera (Bondareva, Cheremkhin, Evtikhiev, Krasnov, Starikov, et al. (2014);Cheremkhin, Evtikhiev, 
Krasnov, Rodin, et al. (2014)a), but this inevitably leads to complicating experimental setup and increase in light 
source requirements. There is however another way which does not include alteration of experimental setup. Spatial 
separation of zero and first diffraction orders eliminates this problem while empty space in reconstruction plane 
might be used as noise buffer area during DOE synthesis with SLM phase fluctuations knowledge for additional 
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reduction of optical reconstruction error and decrease of zero diffraction order intensity. Downside is significant 
reduction of number of addressable elements. 
The described technique allows to simulate the registration of any irradiance distribution by the digital camera. 
Examples of these distributions are landscape images, interference patterns under digital holograms recording, 
focused images, and etc. 
3. Synthesis of phase DOE with spatially separated zero and first diffraction orders, reduced reconstruction 
error and decreased zero diffraction order intensity 
We synthesized DOE using accurately measured (Bondareva, Cheremkhin, Evtikhiev, Krasnov, Starikov, et al. 
(2014)) phase fluctuations of phase LC SLM “HoloEye PLUTO VIS” (HoloEye Photonics (2014)) to minimize its 
negative impact on displayed DOE reconstruction. Synthesis was conducted with versatile DSRT (Cheremkhin, 
Evtikhiev, Krasnov, Rodin, et al. (2014)b; Bondareva, Cheremkhin, Evtikhiev, Krasnov, Rodin, et al. (2014)) 
method in the following way: 
1) Test image is placed in the corner of reconstruction field to separate zero and first diffraction orders. 
2) Initial kinoform is synthesized with conventional method such as Gerchberg-Saxton. 
3) Random trajectory of consecutive processing of all kinoform elements is generated. Then iterative process 
begins.  
4) Iteration consists of following steps. Each kinoform element sequentially in accordance with generated 
trajectory has its value changed to one that provides better value of objective criterion. If current value of 
kinoform element provides best objective criterion value then it left unchanged. 
5) After all kinoform elements are processed, iteration repeats until stagnation is reached. 
It should be noted that single iteration consists of many subiterations, for kinoform with N×N pixels there is N2 
subiterations. 
In capacity of objective function linear combination with weight coefficients of NSTD and Į·NPD calculated as 
described above was used: 
NPDNSTDO  D ,         (4) 
where Į is a weight coefficient, NSTD and NPD are given in (1) and (2) respectively. It should be noted that NSTD 
was calculated only for target area containing image, while NPD was calculated for full reconstruction area.  
Change of weight coefficient allows to alter priority of NSTD over NPD or vice versa. As a result of preliminary 
experiments weight coefficient Į equal to 0.1 was chosen. 
Typical dependencies of objective function and its summands NSTD and NPD on iteration number during DOE 
synthesis for test image “a” are shown in Fig. 3. 
Reconstructed images for DOE generated with phase fluctuations knowledge are presented in Fig. 4. Resulting 
values of NSTD and NPD for all test images are presented in Table 4.  
Table 4. Values of NSTD and NPD for kinoforms generated with phase fluctuations knowledge 
Objective criterion 
Test image 
“a” “b” “c” 
NSTD 0.061 0.045 0.031 
NPD 6.2  6.43  6.56  
 
It is clear that both objective criteria have considerably improved (see Table 3). Values of NSTD and NPD 
improvement are presented in Table 5. 
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Results of numerical simulation of optical reconstruction of kinoforms with phase LC SLM “HoloEye PLUTO 
VIS” using measured dependency of SLM phase shift on addressed signal level and time from frame demonstrate 
intensive zero diffraction order, ratios of peak to average (NPD) intensity lies in range 41÷46, and increased up to 3 
times normalized standard deviation (NSTD) between reconstructed images and original ones. It is clear that due to 
intensive zero diffraction order, it is problematic if not impossible to use such kinoforms in practice while phase 
fluctuations are present. 
Spatial separation of zero and first diffraction orders was used to eliminate this problem while empty space in 
reconstruction plane might was used as noise buffer area during DOE synthesis with SLM phase fluctuations 
knowledge for additional reduction of optical reconstruction error and decrease of zero diffraction order intensity. 
Downside is significant reduction of number of addressable elements. Synthesis was conducted with versatile direct 
search with random trajectory (DSRT) method. Numerical simulation of optical reconstruction demonstrates 
considerable reduction of both NSTD and NPD of reconstructed images: 80÷88% and 24÷29% accordingly.  
Usage of phase fluctuations knowledge in DOE synthesis with separated zero and first diffraction orders allows 
to considerably decrease DOE reconstruction error and zero diffractive order intensity. 
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